
 INTRODUCTION 

Preface

 SEEING AND RECORDING 

Parallels between eye and camera

Recording the image
The camera obscura
Preserving the image
Photography in the 21st century

 BASIC TERMINOLOGY 

Shutter button, aperture, shutter speed, ISO, viewfinder
Shutter release button
Aperture
Shutter speed
ISO
Viewfinder

Camera mode dial
Scene modes
Auto mode
Program mode (P)
Aperture priority mode (A or Av)
Shutter speed priority mode (S or Sv, T or Tv)
Manual mode (M)

Stops
The stops for the aperture
The stops for the shutter speed
The stops for the ISO
Differences in the stop range

White balance, focusing
White balance
Focusing
 Automatic or manual focus
 Automatic or manual focus point selection
 Single shot or continuous focus

 COLOR, SENSOR AND FILES 

Color
The RGB-model
Mixing different colors
Another color model: Hue-Saturation-Lightness (HSL)

Image sensor and digitization
The image sensor
Recording color information
Recording light intensities
Recording color intensities
From numbers back to colors

File types and compression
The image file
The file format
 Raw file
 JPG file
 TIFF file
The number of pixels in your image
The aspect ratio of your sensor
The degree of file compression
The amount of information in the image

 THE LENS 

Lens construction and controls
Lens construction
 Lens elements
 Optical coating
 Lens mount
Controls on the lens
 
Focal length, perspective and crop factor
Focal length
Focal length and angle of view
Focal length and perspective
Focal length and crop factor
Crop factor and angle of view

Types of lenses
Lenses classed by focal length
 Normal or standard lens
 Wide-angle and ultra wide-angle lens
 Portrait lens
 Telephoto and super telephoto lens
Lenses classed by function
 Prime lens (fixed focal length)
 Zoom lens (variable focal length)
 Macro lens (for close-up photography)

Aperture and numbers
The aperture
The aperture number
Aperture numbers marked on a lens
Other markings on a lens
 
Focusing
What is focusing?
Focusing with your camera
Focusing modes
 Manual focus (MF)
 Autofocus (AF)
 Single shot and continuous autofocus
Choosing the focus point
Locking the focus
Difficult situations for autofocus
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Lens characterics
Overview
Image distortion
 Barrel and pincushion distortion
 Coma
Image sharpness
 Sharpness and resolution
 Spherical aberration
 Chromatic aberration
 Diffraction
Image appearance 
 Vignetting
 Colorcast
Optimum sharpness / sweet spot

 EXPOSURE 

Exposure basics
Incident, absorbed and reflected light
The light gets into the camera
Correct exposure
Incorrect exposure

Metering and metering modes
Metering
Metering in manual mode
Metering in aperture priority mode
Metering in shutter speed priority mode
Running into your camera’s limitations
Metering modes
Automatic Exposure Lock (AEL)

Balancing ISO, aperture and shutter speed
Balancing in aperture priority mode
Balancing in shutter speed priority mode
Balancing in manual mode
Aperture, shutter speed and ISO: effect on the image

Exposure compensation and bracketing
Correct exposure, over- and underexposure
Incident vs. reflected light
The problem with reflected light metering
Exposure compensation
Exposure compensation in aperture priority mode
Exposure compensation in shutter speed priority mode
An experiment to see exposure compensation in action
Exposure compensation in manual mode
Exposure compensation for different colors
Exposure bracketing
 Exposure bracketing step size
 Exposure bracketing following order
 Exposure bracketing mode

Effect of aperture: depth of focus
The “look” of depth of focus
Definitions relating to depth of focus
Dependence on aperture
Dependence on focal length
Dependence on distance between camera and object
Depth of focus scale
Depth of focus preview

Effect of shutter speed: appearance of motion
Frozen motion
Motion blur
Unwanted motion blur
 Unwanted object motion
 Unwanted camera motion (camera shake)
 Reducing camera shake

Effect of ISO: noise
ISO value and noise
Noise in dark vs. bright areas
Which ISO to use when?
Auto ISO
 Auto ISO in Shutter Speed Priority Mode
 Auto ISO in Aperture Priority Mode
Cause: random motion of electrons
Noise and sensor size
Noise and temperature
Noise and shutter speed
Noise reduction
 High ISO noise reduction
 Long exposure noise reduction
 
Camera modes revisited
A short recap
Aperture priority mode (A- or Av-mode): control over depth of 

focus
Shutter Speed priority mode (S-, Sv, T or Tv-mode): control 

over the appearance of motion
Manual mode (M-mode): control over both shutter speed and 

aperture
Which camera mode to use when

 CONTRAST, HISTOGRAM AND WHITE BALANCE 

Contrast
Definition of contrast
Differences between the human eye, the camera and print
Measuring the contrast in a scene
How to reduce the contrast
 Scene: light up the dark parts
 Scene: darken the bright parts
 Image: recompose the image
 Image: HDR photography
Artistic quality of contrast: low- and high-key photography

The histogram
Definition of a histogram
Histograms for different types of contrast
Histogram clipping
Histogram clipping: difference between JPG and raw
RGB histograms
Other histograms
Clipped red histogram revisited

White balance
Correcting colorcast
The color of the light source
Balancing the white
Accurate White Balance
Problems with Auto White balance
Correcting White Balance in post-processing
Using White Balance as a means of expression
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 ADVANCED CONTENT 

Expose To The Right (ETTR)
Background: noise and digitization
Expose To The Right in practice
Expose To The Right methods
 Method 1: rely on the clipped highlights indicator
 Method 2: rely on spot metering the brightest part of the 

scene

High Dynamic Range (HDR) Photography
Steps in High Dynamic Range Photography
The advantages of HDR over regular, single shot photography
Unwanted motion blur and ghosting
Pseudo HDR

Sharpness and depth of focus
The causes of unsharpness
Detecting unsharpness with the human eye
Detecting unsharpness with a full-frame camera
The size of the blur spot determines depth of focus
 The basis of depth of focus
 The influence of aperture on depth of focus
 The influence of focal length on depth of focus
 The influence of distance on depth of focus
Other factors influencing the apperance sharpness of an image

Hyperfocal distance
 Definition of the hyperfocal distance
 Practical use of the hyperfocal distance
 Hyperfocal distance and the sweet spot of the lens

 GLOSSARY AND SELF TEST 

Glossary of photography terms

Self test your photography knowledge
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